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INTRODUCTION 
Let Y = {F(x)} denote a linear space of functions from ‘33 to a. Furthermore, 
let 
(1) Y = (YA (-co < v < 00) 
be a sequence of numbers, the subscript Y ranging over all rational integers. 
We speak of a cardinal interpolation problem (C.I.P.) concerning the sequence 
~7 and the space 9, if we are to find functions F satisfying the two conditions 
(2) JY4 = YV> for all V, 
(3) FE9. 
* Sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States -Army, Madison, 
Wisconsin, under Contract No.: DA-31-124-ARO-D-462. 
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We shall denote this problem by the symbol 
(4) C.I.P. (y; Y), 
and use the same to denote the totality of its solutions, if any exist, so that (2) 
and (3) are described by writing 
FE C.I.P. (JJ; 9). 
In the present paper we shall usually assume that 
9 = L,m, 
where m is a natural number and 
(5) L,” = {F(x); Fcm-‘) absolutely continuous, F(‘“) E L,(‘X)}, 
while 
(6) l<p<a. 
We provide the space (5) with the seminorm 
(7) 
and 
(8) 
IIF(m)llp = (/r”m ~Fcm~(x)~pdx)l’p ifp is finite, 
IIF(*~)llm = ess sup IF”)(x)]. 
x 
A second choice for Y will be 
9 =-q,, 
where we define this space as follows : We consider the sequence of consecutive 
unit intervals 
Ij”= j+-T-- ( 
m + 1 112 + 1 
l,j+ --7f- 
> 
(--co <j< ~0) 
and denote by L;, the space of functions F(x) such that F(“*-‘) is absolutely 
continuous and 
(10) llF(m)ll~~~ = C e;“E;ymp IF@WI < ~0. j 
This formula also defines the seminorm for this space. Evidently 
(11) L[l, = L,“. 
We also need the corresponding sequence spaces 
(12) 
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where 
(13) 
The first problem concerning a C.I.P. (4) is the question of the existence of 
solutions. For our choice of spaces these problems are settled by 
THEOREM 1. The 
(14) C.I.P. (y&m), (m 3 1, 1 <p < m) 
has solutions if and only if 
(15) y E 1,“. 
The 
(16) c1.p. (u; ql,), (m z l), 
has soiutions if and only if 
(17) y G II*. 
For the special case whenp = co, Theorem 1 is due to Subbotin [7]- Theorem 
1 will be established by means of the spline interpolants of degree nz introduced 
by Schoenberg ([3], Theorem 8, pp. 79-80, for t = 0). Their existence and 
uniqueness for our C.I.P.‘s is assured by 
THEOREM 2. If (15) holds then the problem (14) has a uniqt~e solution S,(x) 
which is a spkine function of degree m having its knots at the points 
081 v + f(m + l), (v integer, -02 < li < 0~). 
Likewise, if (17) holds then problem (16) has a unique solution S,(x) of the same 
nature as above. 
Our spaces being provided with the seminorms (7), (8), and (lo), respectively, 
the question of the existence of optimal solutions arises naturally. We say 
that Fe is an optimal solution of (14) provided that F* is a solution of (14.) 
that enjoys the extremum property 
w llE9, G lI~(m)ll P for all FE C.I.P. (y ; 22,“). 
A similar definition, using (lo), concerns the problem (16). 
Let the sequence y satisfy one of the conditions of Theorem 1. Leaving aside, 
for the moment, the question of the existence of optimal solutions, we define 
the functionals 
(201 L?,“(y) = i;f lIF@)llD (Y E 4”) 
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and 
(21) PSI(y) = i~fllF(“%~~ (Y E bin), 
where the infimum is formed for all solutions F of the corresponding C.I.P. 
To describe our next results we need some notations, introduced in [3], 
pp. 79 and 114-116, that are to be discussed in greater detail in Subsections 
1 and 2 below. We define 
(22) 
and 
(23) 
B(u) = (’ sinly2))k, (k is a natural number), 
&(u) is a cosine polynomial, positive for all real u (see Subsection 2 below). 
We may now state 
THEOREM 3. If y E I,” then 
(24) ZP,“(Y) G hLd4r111~mYll, (1 <p < a). 
Ify E lim) then 
(25) =qgY> 6 k4n+l(wll~‘YII1. 
The explicit value of the constant is 
(26) 
($&+1=; ; *+’ m wYr-l)(m+‘) 
0 (1 
-1 
1 
. 
r=l (2r- 1)‘“+i 
This theorem shows that the functionals LZ are bounded and the question 
arises concerning the values of the best constants in the formulae (24) and (25). 
These are the norms of the functionals, defined by 
(27) 
and 
(28) 
II~P”ll = sup ~z?“(v) for ilA”yll, < 1 
Y 
Il-%dl= SUP=%,(Y) for IILl” yll, < 1. 
Y 
We shall establish below partial results concerning the value of (27). The 
following is the main result of Subbotin’s paper [7]. 
THEOREM 4 (Subbotin). The constant appearing in (24) is the best constant if 
p = to, i.e., 
(29) IW,“II = kL+l(~~>-‘. 
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We shall settle the case when p = 2 : 
THEOREM 5. Ifp = 2 then 
cJ@) ll~z”ll = ($2m(?r))-l’2 = (;)‘. ( .z (2r! 1)2 i 
more precisely, if 
(31) llA”l~lIz = 1 
fhen 
WI 1 < 92mcY) < (+2,"Gw'29 
where both bounds are the best possible, but are tzot attained- 
Denoting the values of the right-hand sides of (29) and (30) by A, and I& 
respectively, it is easily seen that Al = B, = 1, while an obvious application 
of Cauchy’s inequality shows that 
Am>&, if m > 1. 
This shows that the constant A, in (24) is certainly not the best if p = 2 and 
m> 1. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 6. The constant appearing in (25) is the best constant, hence 
(33) ll-E”E;lll = al*1(4S-‘. 
The determination of the two norms (29) and (33) depends on the solutions 
of certain maximum-minimum problems. In order to sketch the method to be 
used for their determination, let L”’ denote any of the spaces o far considered, 
while ![F(m)l\ and \jA”yji are the corresponding seminorms, Finally, let 
(34) B1” = (y; IjAm y]l = I>. 
We have defined above 
(35) L?(y) = inf j[F(m)ll F 
and 
(36) ll-vl = sup 9(Y) Y 
Finally, let II;, denote the spline solution of the C.I.P. (y;L”) according to 
Theorem 2. We describe the procedure in the form of a lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. We assume that we have found a y* E Bin’ such that 
(37) IlS$!)ll = max ]IS$m)/l for ally E B,” 
Y 
and that 
(38) S,, is an optimal solution of the C.I.P. (y*, L”‘). 
Then 
(39) IWII = IlS$Yl. 
A proof is immediate : By (35) 
(40) Z(Y) G IW”)ll for ally E Blm. 
Taking suprema over ally E Blm, we obtain, by (36) and (37), that 
(41) IWII G rlsyll. 
On the other hand, (38) implies that 
(42) .qy*> = Ipyll 
and therefore 
(43) II-LPII 2 IlS$% 
by (36). Now (41) and (43) imply (39). 
The method of Lemma 1 will be applied twice, yielding Theorems 4 and 6. 
The existence and nature of the spline solutions S,,, which are optimal for 
these two C.I.P.‘s, seem of sufficient interest to be stated here as theorems. 
We start from the sequence y* defined by 
(44) yj* = (-1)’ for all j. 
Let E,(x) denote the Euler polynomial, defined as the polynomial solution of 
the functional equation 
4(f(x + 1) +f(x)) = xWZ. 
Following Nijrlund ([I], p. 24), we consider the extension Em(x) defined by 
(45) &4x> = &l(x) ifO<x< 1 
and 
(46) &(x + 1) = -J!Qx) for all x. 
By (46), Em(x) is a periodic function of period 2 that may also be described as 
a spline function of degree m having its knots at the integers. It now follows 
that 
(47) S,*(x) = E& + f(m + l)>/E&(m f 1)) 
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is identical with the spline solution of the 
(4481 CAP. (y”; Lmrn). 
THEOREM 7 (Favard-Subbotin). Theperiodic Eulerfunction (44:) is urz o@ma! 
solution of the cardinal interpolation problem (48). 
This means that 
fcr all other solutions F. Favard ([Z], pp. 305-306) established this result under 
the restriction that only periodic solutions F, of period 2, are allowed to 
compete. Subbotin [7] removed this restriction without stating the result in 
the present form. For the Lz extremum property of the Euler functions (47) 
of odd degrees, again within the family of periodic functions, see ([+Y], $8). 
Concerning L;;,, we have the following 
THEOREM 8. Let y be a real sequence satisfying the followip7g two conditions: 
(49) 
and 
cw the sequence (-l>j A’” yj has no change of sign. 
Then the spline solution S, of the 
C.I.P. (J’; L$,) 
is an optimal solution of (51). 
The simplest possible nontrivial sequence is ~7 = 8 = (SJ, where 
sj= :, 
i 
ifj=O 
ifj # 0. 
Since 
(-l)jA’” aj = (-1)” [???‘:i 
we see that the sequence 6satisfies the two conditions of Theorem 8. Moreover, 
the spline interpolant S, admits the following explicit representation: 
(53) S&c) = L,C+l(x) = & /yw Bieinxdu (-a < x < a) 
(see [3], pp. 79-80; in particular, formula (9) for t = 0). We state the result as 
COROLLARY 1. The splirze solution (53) of the “unit” interpolation p~ob~e~?~ 
OW F(v) = 6, 
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is an optimal solution of the 
(55) C.I.P. (S;L;;,). 
Theorem 8 is no longer true if we replace the space Lfi, by L,“‘. This is shown 
for m = 2 by observing that the quadratic spline function L3(x) is a solution 
of the 
(56) C.I.P. (8; LIZ), 
but not an optimal solution of this problem. In fact, (56) has no optimal 
solutions. This is easily seen by showing that there are solutions F of (56), 
such that 
L?,‘(S) = 4 < /ym IF”(x)] dx < jya IL,“(x)l dx, 
where IIF”j[l may come as close to the lower bound 4 as we wish, without being 
able to reach it. 
As might be expected, the most complete results are available for 
C.I.P. (y; L,“). 
By Theorem 1 there are solutions if and only if 
(57) Y E 12”, i.e., 2 IA*yj12 < a, j 
which we assume to hold. Theorems 2 and 3 are, of course, applicable for 
p = 2. However, we have seen from our remark following the statement of 
Theorem 5, that (24) does not furnish the best bound for the functional 
S2”(y). In fact, the interpolating spline S,,(x) of Theorem 2 is not able to 
produce it. A better substitute for Theorem 2, for our casep = 2, is as follows. 
THEOREM 9. The 
(58) C.I.P. (y;L2”1), (Y E ~2n’I, 
admits a unique solution that is a spline function of degree 2m - 1 having its 
knots at the integers, We shall denote this solution by any one of the symbols 
(5% s= S(x) = s,,, = &Jx). 
This spline solution is an optimal solution of the problem (58) and we may 
therefore write 
(60) 92”(Y) = IlSEll2. 
This theorem was previously announced by the author (see [6], Theorem 7, 
p. 27). It is also contained as a special case in the recent general results of 
Golomb and Schoenberg [9]. We also mention here that this optimal solution 
of (58) is explicitly represented by the convergent series 
(61) S2,YW = c Y&2& -.a 
j 
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(See [3], Theorem 8, pp. 79-80, for t = 0.) 
The functional (60) also admits an explicit representation in terms of the 
sequence Amy. To describe it, we observe that (57) and the Riesz-Fischer 
theorem imply the existence of a function g(u) defined by 
The representation mentioned above is described by 
THEOREM 10. The square of the functional (60) can be expressed a.sfo~6ows: 
Theorem 5, giving the value of the norm j12P2’% will be an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 10. 
The present paper is divided into three parts that are sufficiently described 
by the table of contents. The paper is self-contained and assumes no previous 
acquaintance with spline functions. To make it so, I have reproduced a few 
elementary facts from my previous paper 131. The L2-theory (Section III) is 
the more completely developed part of the subject. The reader who wishes to 
read only Section III, may omit Subsections 6,7, and 8. 
The basic ideas developed in this paper go back to 1963. (See, e.g., [4]~) 
The reason for writing it at the present ime was the appearance of the trans- 
lation of Subbotin’s interesting paper 171, which was kindly called to my 
attention by Mr. Blair Swartz. The main purpose of the present paper is to 
show that the tools developed in the 1946 paper [3] are well-suited to deal 
with the problems here discussed. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful conversations with my colleague 
Louis B. Rall. I owe to him the convenient notations LPm and 1,” used through- 
out the paper. 
I. A FEW PROPERTIES OF SPLINE FUNCTIONS WITH EQuIDBTANT KNOTS 
We discuss here a few elementary facts, many of which are to be found in 
131. Precise references are given as we proceed. 
1. The B-Splines 
We consider the rectangular frequency function 
M&d = 
1 if-$<x-<+, 
o elsewhere, 
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and form the frequency function i&(x) by convoluting M,(x) with itself 
k times :
k 
Mk(X) = M,&,(x). 
The Fourier transform of Mi being 
s @ M,(x) eixu dx = 2 sin (u/2) --m u ’ 
we conclude that 
U.2) s corn Mk(x) eixu dx = &(u), 
where 
(1.3) 
Inverting (1.2), we find 
(1.4) Mk(x) = I’, 
s 
yrn t,bk(u) e-inxdu. 
In terms of the function 
X ifx>O, 
x.+ = 0 ifx<O, 
we easily obtain the explicit expression 
Mk(x) = (k f 1) ! GkXk;‘, 
which shows that M,(x) is a spline function of degree k - 1 having as knots 
the points v (v integer), or v + +, depending on whether k is even or odd; 
moreover, M,(x) is positive in the interval (-+k,$k) and vanishes everywhere 
in its complement. j&(x) is called a central B-spline. (See [3], pp. 67-71.) 
We also define the so-called forward B-spline by 
(1.5) 
It has integer knots; it is positive in the interval (0,k) and vanishes elsewhere. 
The following two properties of B-splines are especially relevant: 
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LEMMA 2. Iff (x) has an absolutely continuous (k - B)st derivative then 
W) Llk f (j) = I:-‘” Qk(X -j) f @j(x) dx. 
LEMMA 3. Every spline fttnction s(x) of degree k - 1 (--a ==z x =C a), having 
integer knots, can be represented uniquely in the form 
(l”7) s(x)= 2 cjfi?k(x-j), 
j=-, 
and conversely, the series (1.7) represents a splinefunction of this kind, no matter 
what values the coeficients may have. 
If s(x) vanishes outside of the interval (r, t), wrhere r, t are integers (r 6 t - k); 
then the representation (1.7) reduces to 
U.8) 
f-k 
s(X) = 2 cj Qkcx -j)* 
j=r 
(See [3], Theorem 5, p. 72, and [8], Theorem 4, p. SO,> 
We shall also use the following convolution property of B-splines. 
LEMMh 4. If r, t are natural numbers and j, k are reals, then 
$9) mm M,(x -j) M,(x - k) dx = 2M,+,(j - k). 
Proof: From (1.2) we conclude that the Fourier transform of the convolution 
s N(Y) Wx - Y) cl’?, 
is z,$(u)#,(u) =z,!I~ kt(tl). This being also the transform of M*+,(x), we obtain 
s “, K(Y) Wtx - u) & = K+tW, 
whence (1.9) follows in view of the evenness of the functions M,(x). (1.5) and 
(I .9) evidently imply 
(1.10) jTrn QJx -j) Qr(x - k) dx = Mr,, c j - k + 
2. The Cosine Polynomials $k(~) and Related Lemmas 
With #h(u) defined by (1.3) we define 
@.1) #k@) = 7 $kb f 2nj)* 
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This is a function of period 277. By a computation that is equivalent o Poisson’s 
summation formula, we find the Fourier coefficients of C&(U) to be 
1 rl 
-1 237 --?i 
$k(u) eCiuv du = & n 
s ( 
; h(u + 2nj) 
1 
e+” du --s 
1 = = 
2 s Isi --B 
q!rk(u + 2rj) e+” du 
j 
1 n+2nj E.z 
2 s j G _ 
--n+,n j tik’k(u) emiup du 
= k Srn 2+bk(u) emi”” du = Mk(v) 
m 
and therefore 
(2.2) $k(u) = ; Mk(4 eiPu = ,“, Fk,, Mk(4 eipu. 
This shows that &(u) is a cosine polynomial of the exact order [(k + 1)/2] - 1. 
From (1.3) and (2.1) we find that 
(2.3) 
In terms of the two sequences of functions 
(2.4) 
we obtain 
(2.5) PI&) 4k(U) = (s(u) 
if k is even, 
if k is odd. 
The functions (2.4) can be obtained recursively by 
pk+l(u) = cos i pk(u) - 2 sin qpL(u), 
uk+,(u) = cos i ok(u) - f sin i ok’(u), 
starting with the initial values 
P2W = 1, q(u) = 1. 
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However, it is more convenient o pass to the new variable 
cw x = cos +.l, 
in terms of which we obtain the following: Defining two sequences of poiy- 
nomials U&j and V,(X) by the recurrence relations 
(2.71 Uk,lW = XUk(X) + & (1 - x2) GYX), with U&c) = 1, 
w9 Vk,lW = XVkW + j& (1 - x2) V;(X): with V&c) = 1, 
we may express the functions (2.4) by 
@.9> Pk(4 = Uk-2(x), UkW = V*-,(x). 
Finally, we obtain by (2.5) 
(2.10) 
See [3], pp. 114-116. From this reference we reproduce the proof of the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5, &(x) and v,(x) are polynomials of exact degree k and are even 
or odd according as k is even or odd. The coeficients of their highest terms are 
positive. Also 
(2.11) u,(l) = vk(l) = 1, &(-I) = v,(-1) = (-1)“. 
Moreover, the zeros of the even polynomials U&) and vzk(x) are siinpie and 
purely imaginary. 
We omit proofs of the statements up to and including (2.1 l), as they follow 
by simple induction arguments. Concerning the nature of the zeros, we carry 
through the proof for u&) only, since the proof for v*,(x) is entirely similar, 
In order to deal with real zeros, we define a new sequence of polynomials 
uk(d by 
(2.12) uk(x) = i -k u&i), (k = 0: 15 1 j .). 
These polynomials are also real and satisfy a recurrence relation which, by 
(2.7), is seen to be 
(2.13) ‘k+lb) = x”k(x) - k + 2 --L (1 + X2) z&Q). 
From this we find 
%W = 1, a) = x3 u*(x) = 3(2x2 - l), 243(x) = $(x3 - 2x), , , .I 
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In view of (2.12), it suffices to show that the zeros of U&C) are real and simple, 
while those of U&V) are also different from zero. This is readily seen by 
induction as follows. Let k = 2v be even and let us assume that the k zeros of 
Ilk(x) are 
(2.14) -~“,-SY--I)...)-5,,El,..,,~Y (0 < & < * * . < 5”) 
and are therefore simple. This, and the fact that uk’(x) has a highest term 
with a positive coefficient, imply that 
~k’(‘9 ’ 0, 
and that the sequence of values of Us’ at the k zeros (2.14), alternate in sign. 
By (2.13) we find 
and that the values of uk+,(x) at the k zeros (2.14), alternate in sign. Since 
++i(O) = 0, we conclude that u~+~(.x) has v positive and v negative zeros which 
must therefore be simple. 
Let now k = 2~ + 1 be odd, and let uk have the simple zeros 
(2.15) -55, - - -3 -&90,51,.*.,&l (0 < 6, < . . . < 5,). 
We conclude as before that z&+i(&) < 0, and that the values of &‘+i(x), at the 
k points (2.15), alternate in sign. Again the conclusion is that &+i(x) has 
simple real zeros, none of which vanishes. This establishes the desired result 
by mathematical induction. 
We summarize our results as follows: By (2.10) and in terms of the variable 
x = cos (u/2), we may express the cosine polynomials &(u) by 
m-1 
(2.16) &,(4 = &n-k4 = CI KJ (x2 + CG? (O<a, <... < %&-1; Cl > O), 
(2.17) ~2,+&> = v,,(x) = c2 v$ (x2 + /‘%? (O<P, < . . . <hlm;c*>O). 
Further properties of&(u), not discussed in [3], are based on these representa- 
tions. In particular, 
d&4 = ~rJ(x> = 1, qb*(u) = U,(x) = 1. 
LEMMA 6. Ifk 2 3, then I&( u ) is a cosine polynomial of degree [(k + 1)/2] - 1 
which is positive and strictly decreasing in the interval 0 < u < TT, assuming at 
the endpoints the values 
(2.18) ‘$k(O) = 1 
(2.19) 
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It follows that 
(2.20) max c#J&) = q&(O) = 1, min f&W = M$, 
u u 
and that these extreme values are assumed, mod2n, only Jror u = 0 and u = r7. 
respectively. 
Proof. If k is even, say k = 2m, then by (2.16) 
(2.21) $,,(u) = a, + al x2 -I- . ‘. + ammi xZrne2 
where all a, are positive. By (2.11), &(O) = U,,,-,(l) = 1. As u increases 
from 0 to TT, x = cosju decreases from 1 to 0, while (2.21) and (2.3) show that 
&,Ju) decreases from 1 to the value 
M4 = 0”” 2 &j%. 
If k is odd, k = 2m + 1, we proceed similarly, using (2.17). 
Let 
(2.22) z = eiu, 
in terms of which (2.2) becomes 
(2.23) h&4 = 5 W4z” 64 G k/2). 
Our next objective is to obtain information on the zeros of the Laurent 
polynomial on the right-hand side that is easily derived from (2.16j and (2.17). 
Let k = 2m be even. Observe that (2.22) implies 
4x2 = (eiu/2 + e-iu/2)2 = z + 2 + z-l. 
Ifcr>O, then ~(x~+cx~)=z+~~+z-~, where 6 > 1. Factoring a quadratic 
we obtain 
4(x2 + “2) = z-yz2 + 262 + 1) = z-i(z -l- y) (2 + r-r)3 
whereO<y=S-.t’62-1<1,andfinally 
x2 + CL2 = (47)~‘(1 f yz) (1 + yz-I), O<y<l. 
Applying this decomposition to each of the factors of the product (2.16), we 
obtain the identity 
m-1 
(2.241 +2in(4 = c3 n ((1 + ~ju + ~~~-71 (0 c ‘y,,+l < . I. < y-1 c lj, lJ=l 
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From this we shall now draw two conclusions: 
1. Denoting the right-hand side of (2.24) by G(z) and expanding 
(G(-z))-’ into a Laurent series convergent on the unit circle jzj = 1, we find 
-=$ 1
m-1 
11 1 G(-4 (1-y,z)(1-~“z-‘) = 2 x3” (14 = 0 1 -L-a 
where all coefficients xv are positive (in fact, they form a totally positive 
sequence). Remembering the definition of G(z), we obtain the expansion 
(2.25) (z = e”“). 
This establishes 
LEMMA 7. If k 2 3 then the coe#cients of the Fourier expansion 
(2.26) 
have the property that 
(2.27) (-1)” wzk) > 0 for all V. 
Proof. Indeed, by (2.25), (-1)“~:~) = xy > 0. We have carried through the 
proof for k = 2m. However, it is clear that we obtain the same result for 
k = 2m + 1 if we use the product representation (2.17). 
2. Identifying the right side of (2.24) with the right side of (2.2) (for 
k = 2m), we obtain the identity 
m-1 m-1 
2, J42mW’)” = c3 g ((1 + Y”Z)U + rvz-919 
and multiplying both sides by zm-‘, we have 
2m-2 m-l 
(2.28) ; Mz&-nz+ l)z”=c, q ((1 +%z>(z+Yv)l. 
This establishes 
LEMMA 8. The reciprocalpolynomial 
2m-2 
(2.29) ; M2m(v - 112 + 1) z” 
has all its zeros negative and simple. Also the polynomial 
(2.30) ; iQf2m+dv - Mz" 
has only negative simple zeros. 
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Proof. The result concerning (2.29) is implied by (2.28) and the inequalities 
at the end of formula (2.24). Similarly, the product representation (2.17) 
allows to establish the statement concerning (2.30). 
II. THE SPACES L,* AND LT,, 
3. The Necessity of the Conditions of Theorem 1 
Let us begin with the space L,” (1 < p < CD) and let 
(3.0 F(x) E C.I.P. (y ; Lpn:)- 
By Lemma 2 
WI 8” yj = j-:‘” F’“‘(x) Qm(x -j) dq 
and MGlder’s inequality (p-l -t q -I = 1) gives 
whence 
I~‘“J+ < (!!Q,ll,Jpj-I’” jF’“‘(x)lpdx. 
Summing on j and raising the result to the power 1 ip, 
(3.3) ll@~llp G IIQmll&~ + ~~l’pII~~“‘)llp, 
which settles the matter for the present case, 
If p = co, then (3.2) immediately gives 
ldrn~.J G Il~(mVm jyrn Q& -j>dx = llP%,, 
whence 
(3.4) ll~“Yll, G !I~‘“‘L 
and again we are through. 
Finally, if 
F(x) E C.I.P. (y; L;i,,), 
then Fis also a solution of the C.I.P. (y;L,“), in view of the inclusion relation 
(11). From the previous case, for p = 1, we conclude that (17) must hold, 
which completes our proof. 
4. The Problem of Determining the Spline Solution SF 
Let us consider any one of the spaces LDm and LK3 and let us denote it by 
the symbol L’“, using the symbol I” for the corresponding sequence space. 
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LetllP(“)lI and /ldnzyl/ denote the corresponding seminorms. Therefore the 
symbols 
Lm, I”, IIF(mV , llA”~ll, 
stand either for 
L m I,“, P 3 IFm’ll a, Il@‘~Ilr, (1 <p < a>, 
or else for 
Ltr,,, llrn, lIFO”)llc,,, IW’YII,~ 
respectively. 
We assume that 
(4.1) llA”~ll < 00 
and proceed to the construction of S,,(x). From the description of S,, as given 
in Theorem 2, S,, is a spline function of degree 112 with the knots v + $(m + l), 
and therefore 
(4.2) S’“‘(x) = s(x) 
is a step function with discontinuities at the points v + 3(m + 1). In terms of 
the function (1.1) we may therefore write 
(4.3) s(x) = 2 c, M,(x - k - +n), 
k 
with coefficients c, yet to be determined. 
The function s(x) being a step function constant in each of the intervals (9), 
the norm of s(x) turns out to be identical to the norm of the sequence c= (ck). 
Specifically, we have 
(4.5) 
and 
(4.6) II&J = IbIll = II4h. 
These relations evidently imply 
LEMMA 9. Let the splinefunction S, be any solution of the differential equation 
(4.2), where s(x) is defined by (4.3). Then 
(4.7) s,ELm 
if and only if 
(4.8) @k) E I- 
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We shall now attempt o satisfy the interpolatory conditions 
(4.9) s(j) = Yj for ali j. 
These evidently imply that 
(4JO) LPS(j) = LPyj. 
On the other hand, 
(4.11) m S(j) = j”“, S’“‘(x) Q,(x -j) dx = J-ym s(x) M,(x -j - $mj dx; 
by (1.6) and (1.5). Moreover, by (1.9) we have 
mm M,(x - k - $m) M&c -j - +m) dx = M,+,(k -j) = Msn+l(j - k)~ 
By substituting the series (4.3) into the integral (4.11), we see that the inter- 
polatory conditions (4.9) imply the relations 
(4.12) z M,,,( j - k) ck = d”yj for allj. 
Conversely, we may retrace our steps: The relations (4.12j imply the relations 
(4.10). These may be written as 
(4.133 Am(yj - S(j)) = 0 for all j, 
and imply the existence of a polynomial P(x) of degree not exceeding IB - 1 
such that 
Yj - S(j) = Xi) for all j. 
Therefore the spline function 
(4.14) S,(x) = S(x) + P(x) 
satisfies the relations (4.9). 
The effective construction of S,, therefore hinges on our ability of showing 
the existence and unicity of a sequence c = (ckj satisfying the system (44.12j 
and also 
(4.15) c E 1. 
5. On Sequence Convolution Transformations 
The following results seem to be well known. We develop them in detail 
as we found no convenient reference. 
ILEMMA 10. Let a = (aj) E II ; hence 
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The convolution tsansfornzation 
(5.2) Cj = 2 aj-k dk, d=(d,)E&, (1 ip < a>, 
k 
which transforms d + Td = c, is a bounded linear transformation of 1, into 
itself; in fact (5.2) implies 
(5.3) II4 G 44,. 
The following beautiful proof is adapted from Krein ([4], pp. 227-228) who 
discusses the discrete Wiener-Hopf problem. We drop the subscript, writing 
4, = 6 Il4, = IVll, etc. 
Proof. Assuming d E 1, we may write (5.2) as 
Cj = 2 a-k dk+j, 
k 
whence 
(5.4) lcjl G 2 IQlIdk+jl < ‘=, 
by (5.1) and the boundedness of d,.. We consider the sequence of elements 
(5.5) =k = (Idk+jI) (-m < k < CD) 
which are evidently all in 1 and are such that 
(5.6) iizkll = IWII for all k. 
It follows that the series 
(5.7) “=; Ia-kl=k 
converges in 1, its sum t being an element 
(5.8) t = (tj) E 1. 
For thejth component oft we obtain from (5.7), (5.8), and (5.5) 
ti = ; ldlllTk+jl, 
and comparing with (5.4), we conclude that 
ICjl < tj, 
and therefore 
(5.9) II41 6 Iltll- 
Thus c E I. Moreover, by (5.9), (5.7), and (5.6), 
IlTdll = lldl < lltil < t: la-klll=kii = T Ickcllldli = 44L 
k 
and (5.3) is established. 
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LEMMA I 1. Again, let a = (IXJ E II ; moreover, let 
(5.10) f(Z)=CajZ’#O zj-iz] = 1, 
j 
Furthermore, let 
(5.11) (f(z))-’ = F Pjzj for !z\ = I, 
nihere 
(5.12) B=CISrl<=J j 
by the Wiener-Lkvy theorem. Then (5.2) has an inverse in l, which is e~~~ic~tly 
given by 
(5.13) dj = 3 flj-k ck. 
Proof. Our assumptions (5.10), (5.11) imply that 
(5.14) T %-j Pj-s = : R-j c(j-s = srs= 
Multiplying (5.2) by flrej and summing onj, we obtain 
T b-j cj = 7 b-j T aj-k die 
= z 4 T Pr-j aj-k = s dk 6,k = 4, 
which establishes (5.13). The interchange of the order of summation is per- 
mitted because 
6. Proofs of Theorems 1,2 and 3 
In order to apply Lemma 11 to the inversion of the convolution trans- 
formation (4.12), we consider the positive cosine polynomial (Lemmas 6 
and 7) 
(6.1) #h+h4 = T JJm+d4 f?“’ 
and expand its reciprocal in a Fourier series 
For simplicity we drop the superscript and write CCJ~~*~~ = w,. Lemma 
implies that 
631 
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is a bounded linear transformation of 6, onto itself, whose inverse is 
(6.4) A”Yj = 2 Jfm+l(j - k> ck. 
Assuming (15) to hold, hence 
(6.5) Amy = (AmJJj) E I,, 
we conclude that the sequence (cj), defined by (6.3), also belongs to I,. It 
follows from Lemma 9 that the spline function S,,(X) (of Lemma 9) satisfies 
C-5.6) S,(x) E LJlrn, 
as well as the interpolatory conditions (4.9), provided that an appropriate 
polynomial is added to S,(X). Thereby we have completed aproof of Theorem 
1 because from the assumption (6.5) we have derived the existence of a solution 
(6.6). 
In fact, we have also established Theorem 2, except the unicity of S,,. That 
S,, is unique we see as follows: By Lemma 9, (6.6) implies that (c,J E I,, while 
(ck) E I, is uniquely defined by the Eqs. (6.4). 
We turn now to a proof of Theorem 3. With the same assumptions as in 
the previous paragraph, we know from (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) that 
(6.7) 
From Lemma 10 [relation (5.3)] we know that (6.3) implies 
(6.8) 
while Lemma 7 shows that 
(6.9) ; (coy+‘)l = 7 (-l)‘wl?“+” = (C&+*(~))-‘. 
Now (6.7) and (6.8) imply that 
Since Y”(y) < /]Sp)II, Theorem 3 is established. 
7. The Space L,“‘: Proofs of Theorems 4and 7 
We shall now apply the procedure described by Lemma 1 (Introduction) 
to determine the norm ]IZm”II. For the special sequence y*, we select any 
sequence such that 
(7.1) A” yj* = (-l)‘, (allA, 
for instance the sequence 
(7.2) yj* = (-1)rn2-rn(-l)‘. 
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For any sequence y such that 
Il~“Yll, = 1, 
we obtain from (6.3) 
However, for the special sequence y*, (7.1) implies 
Ip#l = ljc*llm = 2 jwypl = (&+I(7r)j-‘o 
k 
The sequence (7.2) is therefore seen to satisfy the condition (37) of Lemma S 
There remains to verify the second condition (38), to the effect that $,, is 
an optimal solution of the 
(7,3) C.I.P. (y”; L,“). 
This requires a discussion of the function 
(7.4) g&4 = 1 (-l>j Q,,(x -0 
.i 
in particular, a precise description of sgng,(x). From Lemma 3 it is clear that 
g,(x) is a spline function of degree m - 1, with integer knots. We need 
LEMMA 12. The function g,,,(x) nanishes at the points v + $(m + 1) G& 
mwhere else. Moreover, it changes sign as we pass from one of the inter.v& 
(7.5) I,“=(v+$(m+ lj- 1, v+&T+ 1)) 
to the next. 
Proof. For an integer k, by (1.5) and (2.2), 
gm(k f +w) = 2 (-l)j Q,(k + $m -j) = 2 (-l)jM,(k -j) 
= (Ll)k 2 (-l)jM,(j) = (-1)“#~~,(77) f 0. 
j 
This shows that the function 
(7.6) &ix + imigm(~m) 
is a solution of the interpolation problem 
F(v) = (-1)“. 
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By (47) and (48), we know that the same interpolation problem is also solved 
by the periodic Euler function 
(7.7) Em-l(x + +n)/e;m-&z). 
Both (7.6) and (7.7) are splines of the same degree nz - 1, with the same knots 
v + -ftm, and they are solutions of the same 
C.I.P. ((-l)“;LZ-1). 
From the unicity in Theorem 2 we conclude that the functions (7.6) and (7.7) 
are identical, and therefore 
(7.8) &(x> = C’Et-I(x) (c constant # 0). 
Norlund’s description of the Euler polynomials ([I], pp. 26-27) shows that 
&-r(x) has the properties ascribed to g,(x) by Lemma 12. This establishes 
the lemma. 
We now return to the spline solution of the problem (7.3) and use the 
simpler notation 
S*(x) = S,*(x). 
Let F(x) be any solution of the C.I.P. (y*,L$‘) and let us show that 
U-9) Il~(m)llm 2 Ilq%c (= 4J. 
From 
d”ys* = d”F(j) = I”, F+‘(x) Qm(x -j) dx 
we obtain 
(7.10) $ (-l)id”y,* = j” --co F’m’(x) (z C--1Y Qdx -A) &. 
By (7.1), the left side = 2n + 1, whence 
(7.11) 2n -I- 1 < jIF@)jl m s I 
‘“, $ (-1)’ Qm(x 311 dx, 
and therefore 
Ipqm 2 (2n + 1) 
IS I 
1 $ (-l>j IQ& - j)l dx. 
Comparing the integrand with the expansion (7.4), we obtain 
IFnr)llm 2 (2n + l)/(s”n Igt”(x)I dx + O(l)]. 
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The function ] gl,C(x)I having the period 1, letting rz -+ co we obtain 
(7.12) II~(mx.3 a (j:, I &(X)I g)-‘. 
We now use (7.10) again, this time for the spline solution 
F(x) = S*(x). 
By (4.2) and (4.3) 
(7.13) qyx) = c ck* M,(x - k - jm), 
k 
where, by (6.3), (7.1) and (6.9), 
(7.14) cjzx = 2 W$Y!;“(-l)k = (-l)qr#m+l(~))-i = (-l)jA,,. 
The relations (7.13) and (7.14) show that 
P”)(x) = S$yx) 
is a step function such that 
(7.15) I qw> I = A, for all x # from the knots, 
and that it changes ign precisely at the points where we pass from one of the 
intervals (7.5) to the next. In other words, we obtain 
(7.16) qw &n(x) = &I &WI for all X. 
Now (7.10) implies 
2n + 1 = A, (S “, I &(X>l cfx + wj, 
whence 
(7.17) -4n = (J:, I &n(x>I q. 
In view of (7.12) and (7.15), we obtain 
I[lP)llm 2 A WI = //S(@i/ *. / 501 
This establishes the second condition (38) of Lemma 1, and therefore also 
Theorem 4. It should be clear that we have also established Theorem 7. 
8. The Space Lf’,,: Proofs of Theorems 6 and 8 
We consider now the space L;,, so that 
(8.1) Y = (Yj) s 11111, 
which we assume to be on the boundary (34) of the unit ball, hence 
@.Q lldrnyll~ = 2 ldmyjj = 1. 
j 
13 
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For the interpolating spline S, we have, by (4.6), 
(8.3) ll~~m”‘llcl~ = II4 
and 
(8.4) cj = 2 w>F~” Amyka 
k 
Finally, let y* be a real sequence satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 8: 
(8.5) The sequence (-l>j A” yj* has no change of sign, 
(8.6) 2 jA’“yj”l = 1. j 
We can now argue as follows: On the one hand 
IIS~‘“‘IICII = ll~lll = 2 ICjI G 3k Imj-kI AmYkI 
= (T l-i) (3 IA’A) = C C-W$m+“= GAt+,6W’~ 
while on the other hand 
IIS$T:‘ll~l~ = I]c*//~ =2 ICj*l = Fk I(-l>j(-l)j-kwj-k(-l)kAmYk*I 
= ,ck k’Jj-r;lAmYk*l = (&+k+‘- 
These results show that any real sequence y* satisfying (8.5) and (8.6) satisfies 
the condition (37) of Lemma 1. In order to establish Theorem 6 (by Lemma 1) 
and Theorem 8, we have still to show that the spline solution S,*(x) is optimal 
for the 
(8.7) C.I.P. (y*;L;,). 
Let F(x) be a solution of the problem (8.7), and let us return to the relation 
(7.10). In terms of the function (7.4) and the intervals (7.5), we derive from 
(7.10) 
= ; I&c4 dx.2 s ess sup IFcm)(x) 1+ o(l), j Ijm 
as IZ -+ CD. Letting 12 --f co, we obtain by (8.5) and (8.6), 
whence 
(8.8) 
by (7.17). 
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We finally use (7.10) again, this time with 
(8.9) F(x) = S,.(x). 
For this function we know that 
S$qx) = cj* ifxEIjm 
and that the cj* alternate in sign, because, for allj, 
(-l)j cj* = 1 (-j)j-kWjpk. (-l)k‘j”“yk* 
k 
has the fixed sign of the quantities (8.5). For the solution (8.9), (7.10) therefore 
implies 
whence 
(8. IQ> 
Therefore by (8.8), 
and the second condition (38) of Lemma 1 is satisfied. This establishes 
Theorems 6 and 8. 
III. THE SPACE Lp 
The main purpose of this third part is to establish Theorems 5, 9, and 10, 
dealing with solutions in L2”‘. For the spline solution S,,(x) of Theorem 2, the 
derivative S$mm,(x) was the step function (4.3). Due to this fact, we had the very 
simple relations (4.4) and (4.5) between the norms [/S$“$, and ~~c~lP, in fact 
the two were equal. Also now, the mth derivative, ZP)(x); is our main concern. 
However, now S(x) is a spline function of degree 2m - 1 with integer knots. 
It follows that Scm)(x) is a spline function of degree m - 1, and that it may 
therefore be written in the form 
S’“‘(x) = 2 cj (l&(x -j)* 
j 
Now the relationship between IjS(m)l/p and Ilc!jP is more complicate 
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main result in this direction is Theorem 12 of Subsection 10, its essential point 
being to show that the assumption 
(*) 
implies that 
(**I c = (Cj) E 1,. 
The function Q&), being positive in its finite support (O,m), would seem 
to make the implication from (*) to (**) heuristically clear, and a first reaction 
would be that a “direct” proof should be available. That there is no such 
direct proof is shown by the following: 
Example. Let 
x+1 in [-l,O], 
Q(x) = M*(x) + M,(x - 1) = -Xi 2 in LO, 11, in [l, 21 
0 elsewhere. 
We consider the function 
S(X) = C Cj ~(X -j) = C Cj M~(X -j) + C Cj M2(X -j - 1) 
=;Cj~*(X-j)+~Cj-,M,(X-j)=~(Cj+Cj-l)M,(X-j). 
Choosing cj = (-l)j, we have 
S(X)=OELp (P < a), 
while the sequence c is not in 1,. 
Our proof of (*) =P (**) is based on Theorem 11 (Subsection 9) and this, 
in turn, depends on the solutions of certain elementary eigenvalue problems. 
These matters are discussed in L,, as no simplification results from a restriction 
to Lz. 
9. On Spline Functions Vanishing at all Integers (Theorem 11) 
Let k be a natural number and let 
(9-l) S(x) = 2 c, Mk(X - r) r 
be a spline function of degree k - 1 having its knots at the points v + +k. Let 
the symbol 
Go 
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denote the subclass of functions of the above type such that 
(9.2) S(j) = 0 for all integersj. 
Observe that the classes Ei” and Zzo are trivial, as they contain each only one 
element hat also vanishes identically. Our aim is to establish the following 
theorem. 
Y~‘HEOREM 11. Let k > 3, and let 
(9.3) S(x) E ZkO, 
The awm7p t ion 
(9.4 S(x) EL/, forsoines=O,...,k-1, (1 <p < a) 
iinplies that 
E9.3 S(x) = 0 for all x. 
Observe that the conditions (9.2) are equivalent, by (9.1) to the relations 
(9.4) 2 M,(j - r) e, = 0 for allj. 
r 
This is a linear recurrence relation for the unknown sequence (c,) that can be 
dealt with by classical methods. In order to adapt these to our particular 
situation, we introduce the family of spline functions 
(9.7) S,(x ; A) = 2 x’ M~(X - I’) @ # OS r 
depending on the non-vanishing parameter A. Let us i%st find out when these 
functions belong to & O Setting x = II, an integer, we obtain from (9.7) .
S,(n;A>=~h’M(n-r)=~KM(r-ra) 
= 2 h’+“M(r) = P 2 XMk(E”). 
I‘ 
We conclude : If S,(x; A) vanishes for Some integer x = IZ, then it vanishes for 
all integers, and it does this if and only if h is a root of the equation 
CJ.8) 1 M,(r) iv = 0. r 
In order to fix the ideas, let us first deal with the case when k B even, sa]? 
(9.9) k = 2m. 
In this case, (9.8) is equivalent o the equation 
(9*10) 
2m-2 
q M2,(V-n2-t l)x’=O. 
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The left side is a reciprocal polynomial identical with the polynomial (2.29) of 
Lemma 8. By Lemma 8 we know that (9.10) has all its roots negative and 
simple. We may therefore assume that the roots hr,. . ., X2m-2 satisfy the 
inequalities 
(9.11) a2m-2 =z . . . < a, < -1 < &-, < . . . < x, < 0 
and 
(9.12) a, h2& = XZhZmw3 = . I. = a,-, a,, = 1. 
Corresponding to these roots, we obtain 2m - 2 spline functions 
(9.13) S,(X) = &Jx; h,) = 1 X,‘M&G - r) (1=1,...,2nz--2), 
r 
all being elements of Ej!,,. 
We claim that every S(x) E A’?,,, may be uniquely represented in the form 
(9.14) 
2m-2 
S(x) = 7 al&(4 
for appropriate values of the coeficients a,. 
Indeed, the relations (9.6) (fork = 2m) show that we may choose arbitrarily 
the 2m - 2 coefficients 
(9.15) Cl, c2, * * -, CZrn-29 
all the others being determined recursively by (9.6) in terms of the data (9.15): 
c0 is obtained from (9.6) for j = m - 1, then c-t for j = m, and so forth. To 
derive the representation (9.14), we only need to use the expansions (9.13) 
and determine the a, as solutions of the non-singular system 
2m-2 
(r = 1, . . ., 2m - 2). 
This insures the agreement of the first 2m - 2 coefficients (9.15) of both sides 
of (9.14) [in their standard representations (9.1)], and therefore the identity 
(9.14), that is hereby established. 
A proof of Theorem 11 requires a discussion of a few properties of the 
functions (9.13) which may be called the eigensplines of the class Z2,,,. 
(i) Observe that (9.7) implies 
&(x + 1; h) = 2 P&&(x + 1 - r) = 2 h’+’ d&(x - r), 
whence the functional equation 
(9.16) S,(x + 1; h) = h&(x; A). 
In particular, we obtain for our eigensplines (9.13) the identities 
(9.17) S,(x + 1) = a1 S,(x) (Z=1,...,2m-2), 
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which imply that 
(9.18) S,(x + 12) = htn S,(x) (-a < n < a). 
(ii) Each of the eigensplines S,(x) is represented in the intertial (0, I) !J-Y a 
polynomial of exact degree 2nz - 1. 
For if: for a certain I, we have S,(x) E 772m--2 in (0, I), (9.18) imply 
(9.19) S,(x) E nTTZrnP2 i  every interval 01, IZ + 1). 
On the other hand we know that 
(9.20) S*(x) E c2”-2p3). 
Evidently, (9.19) and (9.20) show that S,(x) would reduce to a sirzgie polynomial 
of degree 2tn - 2, for all real values of x, which is clearly absurd. 
(iii) The relations (9.17) and the inequalities (9.11) show that the graph 
of S,(x) has roughly the same general behavior as the graph of (sinrrx)e” If 
1= I,..., m - 1, and that for I = WI,. ., 2m - 2, it behaves Iike (sinz-x)e”. 
(iv) There are symmetry relations between the two kinds of eigensplines 
discussed in (iii): From (9.13) and (9.12), 
S,(-x) = 2 A;M(-x - r) = 2 h,‘M(x + r) 
= 2 X;‘M(x - r) = 1 iv&&--I M*m(X - rr9 
r 
and therefore 
(9.21) w-x) = S2m-l-lW 
Proof C$ Tlzeorenz 11 for k = 2m. Let us consider the quantities 
(9.22) /-L[,~ = j:, ISl”‘(x)l”dx, (1 dp < a), 
S,(x) being in (0,1) a polynomial of exact degree 2m - I, by Property (ii), while 
0 < s < 2nz - 1, we conclude that all these quantities are positioe. Now (9.18) 
shows that 
(9.23) 
We assume now that 
(9.24) SW E ~Lz 
and 
(9.25) S(x) EL,“, (1 <p < m). 
Furthermore, let 
(9.20) 
be the canonical representation (9.14). 
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We claim that 
(9.27) a,=Q forl=m,m$1,,,., 2m-2. 
For if 
a, # 0, arql =... = a2m-2 = 0 (r 2 4, 
then (9.23) shows that 
1:“’ PWIP - 141Prur,,l&l”P asn++co, 
and therefore by (9.1 l), 
s ; p’“‘(x)pdx = w, 
in contradiction with our assumption (9.25). 
Moreover, also 
(9.28) a,=0 forl=l,...,m-1 
must hold. For if 
a, # 0, al=... = at-l = 0 (t < 712 - l), 
then again (9.23) implies the relation 
s I+’ IS(“)(x)lpdx - lat~ppt,plhtl”p as y1 -+--co, 
and in view of (9.1 l), 
s “, p’“‘(x)lpdx = +w, 
contradicting (9.25). Evidently, (9.27) and (9.28) imply the conclusion (9.5) 
of Theorem 11, 
The case p = co is settled by a similar argument, which we omit, using the 
quantities 
Pz,m = sup IW(4l n<n<x 
and the relations 
sup IW(4l = I~zlnP~,m (-w < 12 < co). TZ<X<n+l 
This completes our discussion of the case when k = 2m. 
Proof of Theorem 11 $1~ = 2m + 1. The proof is much the same as before, 
with a few changes in minor details. The characteristic equation (9.8) now 
becomes 
2 M,,+,(r)h’= A-” vz M2,+l(v - m)h” = 0. 
r 
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Again, by Lemma 8 we have a reciprocal equation with only negative simple 
roots that may be labeled to satisfy the relations 
A,, < . . . < A,,, < -1 < x, < . . ” < hl < 0, 
h,XZm=X2XZm-,=...<~,~‘mhw+r=1~ 
The corresponding eigensplines are now 
SlW = c XlrM2,+1(x - f-1, (I= k,,.,,2m). r 
Again an arbitrary element S(X) E ZJ’ ,nl+l may be represented uniquely in the 
form 
The analogue of property (ii) is that S,(X) is represented in the interval (-+,+I 
by a polynomial of exact degree 2172. The remainder of the proof may be 
omitted. 
10. On Spline Functions in L, (Theorem 12) 
As a first application of Theorem 11 we establish 
THEOREM 12. If 
(10.1) 
tketz 
(10.2) 
if arzd only if 
(10.3) 
Proof. 1. Proof of suficierzcy. We assume (10.3). From 
b(x>l G 2 lckl Mm(x - kS 
k 
it is clear that without loss of generality we may assume all ck to be real a& 
nonnegative. We assume ck > 0 for all k and write p = [m/2]. Then 
< S(X) = ; c, h&,(x - k) < &&,,(o) ‘y CI;, ifndx6n+1. 
n-p 
The monotonicity of the means 9&(a) (see hardy-L~ttlewood-~~ly~~ 
“Inequalities,” 1934, pp. 26-27) implies that 
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and therefore by (10.4), 
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for all 12. 
Adding together all these inequalities, we obtain 
f mm (s(x))p dx ,< (M,(O))” (2p + 1)” z CkP < co, 
which concludes the proof of sufficiency. 
2. Proof of necessity. We assume (10.2), and are to derive (10.3). 
y by yj = s(j); we first wish to show that 
(10.5) (Y.J E 4. 
The case p = co being clear, we assume p < co. Let nz be even. Then 
Define 
Denoting the last factor in (10.6) by Cm,p, we obtain 
(10.7) IYolP = bOIP G c,,lp 1; I~Wl”~X, 
whence, by shifting and adding the relations (10.7), Ily&, < C;,‘$llsjl,, and 
(10.5) is established. If NZ is odd we work similarly with the interval (-$,+). 
On the other hand, (10.5) and (10.1) imply the relations 
(10.8) ; j%n(.i - k> ck = Yj- 
To this system we can apply Lemma 11 and conclude the existence of a unique 
sequence c* = (ck*) such that 
(10.9) .-$ Mm(j - 4 Ck* = Y.j, (ck*) E lp. 
By means of c* we now define 
(10.10) S*(X) = 1 ck* h&(X - k). 
k 
The sufficiency part having been established, we conclude from the second 
relation (10.9) that 
(10.11) s*(x) E Lp. 
Moreover, the first relations (10.9) show that 
(10.12) s”(x) E C.I.P. (y, L,). 
Since S(X) and S*(X) are solutions of the same C.I.P. (y,L,), we conclude that 
s(x) - s”(x) E .zmo. 
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Also, (10.2) and (10.11) imply that 
s(x) - s%(x) E L,. 
From Theorem 11 we conclude that 
s(x) = s”(x) for all x. 
Therefore cr = c~* for all k, and c* E I, now implies the desired conclusion 
(10.3). 
I 1. Two Lemmas on Spline Functions in L2 
Let 
(11.1) s(x)=i:+QJx-j) 
r 
be a spline function of degree m - 1 with knots at the integers and having its 
support in the interval (r, t + m), r < t. 
LEMMA 14. The relation (11 .l) implies the inequalities 
(11.2j $*FA~F) * lcj12 G j”, b(.W~~ 6 $I lejj27 
where the constant on the left is given by (2.19) for k = 2~2. 
Proof. The relation (1 .lO) shows that 
From (2.2j, 
$2m(4 = T J42mC4 eivuy 
and the Hermitian form (11.3) is seen to be a section of the Toephtz form. 
associated with this Fourier series. Clearly 
M2dj - 4 = & 
s 
n 42m(Uj e-X-k)u du, 
-37 
and substituting into (11.3), we obtain 
(11.4) 
On the other hand, 
(11.5) 
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The information (2.20) of Lemma 6, concerning the extreme values of C&,,(U), 
if applied to the integral on the right side of (11.4), immediately ields the 
desired inequalities (11.2). 
LEMMA 15. If 
(11.6) 
and 
(11.7) 
then 
Proof. From Theorem 12 we conclude that (11.7) implies that 
(11.9) ; Icj12 < *a 
On the other hand, (11.3) shows that 
(11.10) 
s I 
@+ $, Cj &AX -A[ 2 dx = j, g-n JfAj - W cj G- 
By (11.9) and the inequalities (11.2) of Lemma 14, it is clear that 
1. i. m. 5 Cj Qm(x -j) = S(X) in L2W), 
n+m -n 
and it follows that the integral (11.10) converges to the integral (11.8). The 
absolute convergence of the double series (11.8) is seen from 
2~k~(J’-k)lcil141 ~CM(j-k)(lcj12+l~k12) 
= 2 T lCj12 < co. 
12. Proof of Theorem 9 
We assume that 
(12.1) Y E lzrn 
and wish to construct the solution S(X) of problem (58) as described in 
Theorem 9. We could now argue as follows : It is easy to see that our assumption 
(12.1) implies that 
y E zy. 
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We can now apply Theorem 2, for 2m - 1 rather than m, and conclude the 
existence of the interpolating spline S of degree 2nz - 1 such that 
S(x) E Lpi. 
However, it would not be easy now to show that S(x) E Lzm, as we must. 
For this reason we prefer to proceed differently: As in Subsection 4 we again 
try to satisfy the relations (4.10), but this time by a function S(x) whose mth 
derivative is 
(12.2) S’“‘(x) = s(x) = T Ck Q&x - k) 
rather than (4-3). Using (l.lO), for r = t = VI, to implement he relation 
we see that the relations (4.10) are equivalent o the relations 
(12.3) s k.f2& - k) ck = d” yj for all j. 
Using Lemma 11 and the expansion (2.24), for k = 2r?z: we construct S(X) as 
follows: the unique solution (ck) E & of the system (12.3), also defined by the 
inverse system 
(12.4) cj = 1 oJypPyk, 
k 
is used to define the last member of the relations (12.2). By Theorem 12 we 
know that 
(12.5) S'"'(x)= s(x) ELp 
Finally, an appropriate solution S(x) of this differential equation produces the 
desired spline solution S(x), as explained in connection with the relations 
(4.13) and (4.14). 
The unicity of our spline solution S(X) follows from Theorem 12 and the 
fact that the system (12.3) has a unique solution (ck) in 12. 
Let us now establish the optimality property (60) of the spline solution S(-X) 
just obtained, If F(x) is any solution of the 
(12.6) CAP. (y ; Lzm), 
then 
I 
Trn pw - poj2(jx 
= j”“, 1 Fin)1 2 dx + j-““, Scm) Scrn) dx - 2 Re i’yW .!W F(i”J ck, 
which we may also write as 
(12.7) I"_, IF(m) - S'"'j2dx 
= J”“, IP)12dx - J”“, IS(m)\2dx + 2Re J”, S(J@(Pm) - Pti?)dx. 
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Let us show that the last term on the right side vanishes: Writing R(x) = 
S(x) - F(x), (12.2) implies 
while 
(12.9) Jmm KC@(x) (f: cj QJx - j)) dx = i cj I”“, RCm)(x) Qm(x -j) dx. 
-i? -n 
We claim that the left side of (12.9) converges to the right side of (12.8) as II + cc. 
Indeed, the integrand on the left of (12.9) is dominated by the function (in- 
dependent of n) 
(12.10) I~‘“Yx)I *z hl Q& -3, 
and this function is in L,(‘%) for the following reason: from 2 lcj12 < to and 
Theorem 12, we conclude that the second factor of (12.10) is in L2; Since 
iP E L2, we see that the function (12.10) is summable by Schwa&s inequality. 
This establishes our last italicized statement by the bounded convergence 
theorem. On the other hand, observe that 
s “, R’“l’(x) Q,,,(x -j) dx = A” w(j) = 0 for all j, 
because I? = S- Fvanishes at all integers. It follows that the left side of (12.9) 
vanishes, for all ~1, and therefore also its limit (12.8). Thus (12.7) reduces to 
ST, lFm)12dx = jym IS(nr)12dx + j", IF(“) - SCm)12dx, 
which evidently implies that S(x) is the unique optimal solution of (12.6). 
This completes our proof of Theorem 9. 
13. Proofs of Theorems 10 and 5 
Let (12.1) hold, and let S(x) denote the spline solution of (12.6) constructed 
in Subsection 12. From (12.2), (12.3), (12.4) and Lemma 15 (Subsection ll), 
we obtain 
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and finally 
(13.1) 
Observe that the double-series (13.1) is absolutely convergent : writing 
dj = jA”y,l and a = 1 jc!Py, 
j 
we see that it is dominated by 
&Yk IW)Tq(dj2+dk2)=Sa;dj2< m3. 
Writing 
g,(u) = i Amy” ei”la, 
-78 
we obtain from 
on the one hand 
and on the other, by (13.1), 
(S?~(J~))~ =lim 2 w>?“) A’“yj~yk. 
ll+co -n
It follows that 
(23.2) GGm(v>)2 =lim& /nz &) lgnW12d~ n-x0 
where g(u) is defined by (63). This establishes Theorem IO. 
Our last concern is a proof of Theorem 5. This will be an immediate con- 
sequence of (13.2) and the behavior of qSlm(u) as described by Lemma 6 (Sub- 
section 2). For if g(zl) is defined by (63), and if we assume that /\LA~JY//~ > OI 
then (13.2) and Parseval’s theorem show that 
(13.3) 
92m(y) 
( 1 
2 jTn (+2nLW-’ Igtu>l 2du 
lldmYilz= 
s r, !g(412d~ ’ 
The factor I g(u)! 2 in the integrands of (13.3) may be thought of as an arbitrary 
nonnegative element of L(--r,~), different from the zero element. From 
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Lemma 6 [relations (2.20)], and the fact that the right side of (13.3) is a weighted 
average of the function (&&))-I, we obtain the inequalities 
(13.4) 
where 
Also the constants 1 and B, in (13.4) are best possible, and equality in (13.4) 
is excluded. This completes aproof of Theorem 5 and the paper. 
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